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Abstract

We can observe various kinds of interaction among members of a learning group during collaborative learning session. It is difficult for even human users to analyze them in order to clarify what types of collaboration have occurred in the session and what educational benefits have been expected for the members through the session. So, we propose an interaction analysis support system that helps users to abstract essence of interaction from raw protocol data, and to understand what types of collaboration have been occurred in the session, and then infers educational benefits expected to be gained by the members through the interaction process.

1: Introduction

Many of software designers of CSCL (Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning) environment have been suffering from complex and subtle educational requirements offered by clients. One of major causes of the problem they face is the lack of shared understanding of collaborative learning. We do not know what design rationale of CSCL environment is and even do not have common vocabulary to describe what the collaborative learning is. In this research, we are aiming at supporting such complex instructional design (ID) process of CSCL. To fulfill the aim we have been constructing an ontology to represent CSCL session [5,6,7,16]. The ontology will work as vocabulary to describe the session and provide design patterns referred to during the instructional design process. With the ontology, we can represent many kinds of CSCL sessions in terms of common vocabulary. It will facilitate users' shared understandings of CSCL sessions, and reuse of learning scenarios of the sessions [10,11]. It is important to store and provide effective learning scenarios as design patterns. As the first step to fulfill our aim, we adopt learning theories as foundation to analyze, design, and develop the learning sessions. The design patterns inspired by the theories provide design rationale for CSCL design.

Currently, laying the ontology and CSCL models formulated in terms of the ontology as basis, we have been conducting a project aiming at developing various kinds of ID support systems for CSCL. For example, we have been constructing a group formation support system (TGF support system) [8] for the design phase, a flexible learning environment with multi-agent system (FITS/CL based on OGF) [6] for design, development, and implementation phase, a learning materials authoring tool for development phase, and an interaction analysis support system (TIA support system) for the analyzing phase. In this paper, we introduce the “Theory-based Interaction Analysis (TIA)” support system. Because interaction processes among learners are complex and the patterns of the interaction cannot be captured by a simple model, it is difficult for even human users to analyze the interaction processes in order to clarify what types of collaboration have occurred in the session and what educational benefits have been expected for the members through the session.[1,9,12,15] So, we propose an interaction analysis support system that helps users to abstract essence of interaction from raw protocol data, and to understand what types of collaboration have been occurred in the session, and then infers educational benefits expected to be gained by the members through the interaction process.

This paper is organized as follows; first, we describe what the interaction analysis is and why the interaction analysis is difficult for educational practitioners and CSCL designers. Next, we propose an interaction analysis support system to reduce the difficulties, and interaction patterns that are core parts of the system.

2: Interaction Analysis

The key to understanding CSCL lies in understanding the rich interaction between individuals [4]. So, interaction analysis has been gathering focuses from many researchers [1,9,12,13,15]. In this section, we describe a model of interaction analysis process that we consider, and then difficulties in the process.

2.1: What is Interaction Analysis?

Once a learning session is done, the designer of the session (e.g., an educational practitioner or a collaborative learning system designer) will want to know whether the session is effective or not for the learners, and what educational benefit the learners get through the session. Moreover, if it was not effective, then the designer will want to know reason why it was not. In collaborative learning session, analysis of interaction process among learners is quite important for assessment, because the learners get some educational benefits through the interaction: What benefit a learner can get depends on how the learner interacts with the others. To clarify the educational effects, the designer will collect protocol data of the session, abstract essences from the protocol data, and then estimate the effects based on the abstracted interaction data. We focus on verbal interaction among learners, and aim at supporting analysis of protocol data.

We consider human-user's analysis process of protocol data as Fig.1. First, the user will collect learners’ protocol data during
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1. We mean educational benefits as each learner’s personal development like knowledge acquisition and skill development.
collaborative learning session (Fig. 1 a). The protocol data cover all messages exchanging among learners, but they are too complex to capture what types of interaction have occurred in the session. Next, the user will try to abstract essences characterizing the session from the protocol data (Fig. 1 b). To tag each protocol datum is one of the most popular ways for it, and we adopt it. The user will characterize the session and capture what types of interaction have occurred in the session through analysis of the tagged protocol data (Fig. 1 c). Finally, the user will estimate effectiveness of the session and educational benefits each learner will get through the session (Fig. 1 d). If the user designed collaborative learning scenario before the session started, the user may want to know whether the session goes along with the scenario or not (Fig. 1 e).

2.2 Why is the Interaction Analysis difficult?

We consider difficulties of interaction analysis as follows:

Tagging phase: The arrow-b in Fig. 1 represents tagging phase. User will use utterance-labels to tag each protocol datum. Although each utterance using natural language is concrete and informative, it is difficult to capture what roles the learners played and what types of interaction occurred in the session. By substituting utterance-labels for raw protocol data, it will become easier to grasp flow of interaction and each learner's activities. There are different sets of utterance-labels and sentence-openers. There are several problems. (1) Difficulty in selecting a label set: Since it is not clear what set of labels represents what types of interaction, and supports what analysis, users cannot select a label-set easily. (2) Difficulty in tagging each protocol datum with a label: If a label means very abstract concept, it is not easy for users to tag protocol data with the labels, and almost protocol data will be tagged with the same label. Then, it will be difficult to distinguish the types of interaction. Conversely, if each label means very concrete concept, it will be easier for users to tag protocol data with the labels. However, the labels may not characterize the learning session and a difficulty of analysis is much the same with analysis of raw protocol data. So, appropriate label set should satisfy the following constraints: (1) It should be clear the range of analysis supporting with the label set: (2) Each label should mean concrete and distinguishable concept for supporting user's tagging activity, at the same time, labels should represent abstract concepts for characterizing learning sessions.

Characterizing phase: The arrow-c in Fig. 1 represents characterizing phase. Skilled teachers will be able to extract essence of interaction, and capture what types of interaction have occurred. Although it becomes easier to capture what tendency an interaction process has, from the sequence of utterance-labels rather than from the raw protocol data, it is still difficult for system designers and novice teachers.

Estimating phase: The arrow-d in Fig. 1 shows estimating phase. It is difficult to estimate educational benefits for each learner clearly from analysis of interaction process even if the user can characterize the session. Similar to the characterizing phase, skilled teachers will be able to do, but it is still difficult to explain clearly how to estimate them and reason why the benefit can be expected.

Comparing phase: The arrow-e in Fig. 1 represents comparing phase. It is difficult to assess if the interaction process goes along with the planned scenario. The scenario represents not specific interaction process which can be represented as a sequence of specific utterance-labels, but learning plan which includes roles for learners, learning materials, learning tasks, tools, and so on. The learning scenario is too abstract to compare with interaction process.

To reduce the difficulties, we apply ontological engineering to these problems and rely on existing learning theories as rationale. Concerning the difficulty in the tagging phase, we select utterance-labels through investigation. The label-set is prepared to represent several types of collaborative learning sessions. We cluster the utterance-labels to adjust the level of abstraction of the labels according to the purpose of using the labels. Concerning the difficulties in the characterizing phase, estimating phase, and comparing phase, we construct interaction patterns which are models of typical interaction processes among learners. The patterns are represented with utterance-labels at an abstract level (we call the labels of this phase and the interaction patterns). We construct several types of patterns relying on learning theories as rationale. Next section, we describe a system to support users' interaction analysis, which we call "Theory-based Interaction Analysis Support System (in short, TIA support system)", with the cluster of utterance-labels and the interaction patterns.

3: Theory-based Interaction Analysis Support System

The CSCL designers or educational practitioners will have several learning goals for learners, plan learning scenario based
on the goals, and set up learning sessions with the scenario. However, collaborative learning process does not always progress in accordance with the scenario and it is difficult to know whether the learners attain the goal or not. Here, we propose a system which supports human user’s interaction analysis process. The system identifies whether the collaborative learning process is carried on in accordance with the scenario, and shows to the users its result as clues to judge whether the learning goals are attained or not. In this section, we describe the overview of the system, and then, we show utterance-labels, utterance-types and interaction patterns.

### 3.1: Overview of Theory-based Interaction Analysis Support System

Fig.2 shows overview of the TIA support system. Before analyzing learning process, a user (e.g., a CSCL designer or an educational practitioner) inputs learning goals to the system, and assigns expected role to each learner. Next, the user loads protocol data into the system to tag the data. Fig.3 shows the interface of the system in tagging phase. The left part of the window shows learners’ raw protocol data with speakers’ names in sequence. The user selects a protocol, and tags it with a label. The center part of the window shows utterance-labels. The utterance-labels are provided as a drop-down menu in the combo-box. The user converts raw protocol data into a sequence of utterance-labels by selecting appropriate utterance-labels from the menu. The right part of the window shows the sequence of utterance-labels.

When the user finishes tagging the protocol, the system can begin analysis the learning session. The right half of the window in Fig.4 shows result of analysis (the left half of the window is cut off in the figure, because it still shows raw protocol data like fig. 3). The system searches an interaction pattern suitable to the learning goal which is given by the user to the system at the beginning of analysis. The interaction pattern means a typical interaction process to attain the goal. The utterance-labels tagged to protocol data are converted to utterance-types in order to abstract the interaction process, and the sequence of the utterance-types is compared with the interaction pattern. The top of the window in Fig.4 shows a distribution of utterance-types in the sequence. One box means an utterance, and the boxes are color-coded depending on the result of the comparison; navy-blue, sky-blue and gray. The navy-blue boxes mean the utterances are necessary to attain the learning goal, the sky-blue boxes mean the utterances are not always necessary but desired, and the gray boxes mean the utterances do not match the interaction pattern. The bottom of the window shows statistical data of learners’ interaction. In this type of interaction analysis, users designed a learning scenario before the learning session started, and the user would expect to each learner to play a specific role (e.g., tutor, apprentice) in the learning session. The system illustrates the results whether each learner plays the assigned role or not, and whether designed type of learning is accomplished or not. If the sequence of utterance-types matches with the interaction pattern, the circle, which means the group, appears as sky-blue. On the other hand, if the sequence does not match, gray circle appears. Similarly, if a learner plays assigned role well, the character, which means the learner, appears as sky-blue; if the learners does not behave well, the character appears as gray one. If the user selects one character in the window, then the character is colored as yellow and the proportion of the number of the learner’s utterance to total number of utterance is illustrated in the window as a bar graph. If the user clicks the bar graph, it is broken down into the proportions of the number of necessary utterance, desired utterance, and other utterance. The system can show more detailed information on the learner’s utterance according to the user’s requests; for example, if the user clicks the “desired
3.2: Utterance-labels, Utterance-types, and Interaction Patterns

We prepare two types of vocabularies to represent interaction process during collaborative learning; utterance-labels and utterance-types. Users use the utterance-labels to tag learners’ raw protocol data, and the utterance-types are used by the system to abstract the interaction process.

To prepare the two vocabularies, first, we collected protocol data during six types of typical collaborative learning. The six types of learning groups are formed inspired by learning theories; for example, Anchored Instruction [2], Cognitive Apprenticeship [3], Distributed Cognition [14], and so on. We have been constructing Collaborative Learning Ontology [5,6] which is the system of concepts to represent collaborative learning session. Especially, the Learning Goal Ontology, which is a part of the Collaborative Learning Ontology, clarifies learning goals, which are expected to learners get through a collaborative learning session, and relationships among a learner’s personal development and interaction process with the other learners. The ontologies rely on learning theories as the rationale. We formed the learning groups based on the ontology, and collected the protocol data during the session.

Next, we collected data via WWW to investigate what labels are needed to tag the protocols which represent six types of typical collaborative learning. We showed the protocol data on the web, and asked CSCL designers and educational practitioners to tag each protocol datum. We prepared prototype set of utterance-labels and asked them to select one from the prototype set or to input new labels into the input box for free words on the web. Next, we clusteredized the labels with clustering analysis method, and then set a layer to define utterance-types. The utterance-labels, which are the most concrete level of the cluster, are provided to users to tag raw protocol data, and the utterance-types are used by the system to characterize the learning session. The layer is defined as the utterance-types can represent and characterize each type of collaborative learning session. The utterance-types are used to represent interaction patterns which characterize the collaborative learning session. So, it is important for the system to distinguish each interaction pattern.

Fig. 6 shows an example of the interaction patterns. The figure shows typical interaction process which is frequently observed in Cognitive Apprenticeship type of collaborative learning session. An interaction pattern is represented as utterance-types (represented as nodes) and possible transitions (represented as arrows) between the utterance-types. There are two types of arrows; the solid arrows mean necessary transitions for the learning session and the dotted arrows mean desired transitions. We have been constructing the interaction patterns like this for several types of collaborative learning session. To
represent typical interaction process like this, it becomes possible to compare real interaction process with typical interaction process, and help users estimate educational benefits for the learners.

4: Summary

We describe Theory-based Interaction Analysis support system in this paper. The system provides users the way to abstract complex interaction process during collaborative learning session. Moreover, the system has typical interaction patterns, which can be expected learners to get educational benefits, based on learning theories, and compares learners’ interaction process with the typical interaction patterns.

At this stage, we rely on learning theories to construct interaction patterns and pick up utterance-labels. For future work, we will extend the system to embed a module that users can store new interaction patterns to the system. By this extension, the users use their best practice as typical collaborative learning patterns. Moreover, we will construct a collaborative learning support system in which learners select utterance-labels or use sentence-openers, and the system identifies the state of collaborative learning and advises the learners on their learning.
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